The Chronicals
of SPEEN
Remastered!
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The great frog war: Peace.

[Image: A bird and a ghost are shown in different scenes. The bird is depicted as royalty, and the ghost is shown as a lover with hearts around them. The final scene shows a table with bread, tomatoes, and croissants.]
Magic Powers!

[First panel: A bird looks confused, saying 'V?'.]

[Second panel: A bird says 'X'.]

[Third panel: A bird says 'Dots'.]

[Fourth panel: A bird looks angry.]

[Fifth panel: A bird hits another bird.]

[Sixth panel: A bird kicks another bird.]

[Seventh panel: A bird kicks another bird.]

[Eighth panel: A bird kicks another bird and says 'Ouch'.]
Silly* RAT Page!

snake rat

WOW

They may be too silly

RADICAL!

Jorts

RAT

Bonus!
What is a Speen?

The joke of spoons is from my middle school, when my friend and I were doing flashcards and they misspelled "speed." We decided that we needed a definition for Speen.

Speen - noun.
what is left when a duck enters a nuclear reactor.

This is a small collection of rewritten middle school comics. (definitely an inside joke.)